ACTIFIO SKY IN AZURE
Faster to the Cloud

Adopt Azure faster by using Actifio Sky to manage copies of production application data for backup, vault, disaster recovery, and test data management in Azure.

Why Use Actifio Sky in Azure?
• On-demand disaster recovery with low-RTO & low-RPO
• Long-term data retention
• Accelerate app release cycles with faster on-demand test dev

*Adopt an Enterprise Hybrid Cloud Faster*
• Move data between Azure and data centers by policy or on-demand
• Get flexibility of Azure without sacrificing enterprise controls
• Maintain consistent enterprise SLAs globally

*Build Higher Quality Applications Faster*
• Get features to market faster with better testing
• Cut provisioning times for SQL and Oracle test databases to minutes
• Improve data security in cloud
• Lower DevOps operational and infrastructure costs

*Improve Business Resiliency*
• Improve business SLAs with on-demand and scalable instant recovery
• Reduce compliance and legal risk with instant access from long-term data retention vault
• Reduce risk, cost and complexity

“With Actifio, we took our recovery times from over a day with traditional backup down to under an hour in the public cloud—and we maintain version control to recover items from months ago.”

— IT MANAGER AT INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALITY SERVICES COMPANY
### Improve Business Resiliency in Azure
- On-demand and scalable instant recovery for critical applications by mounting point-in-time copies directly from Actifio Sky
- Minimize backup windows and reduce RPOs with incremental-forever replication, snapshot/backups of changed data
- Recover multi-terabyte Microsoft SQL Server\(^1\) or Oracle databases in a few minutes
- Vault data to Azure Blob storage, for long-term retention with ability to access it instantly, with or without Actifio

### Build Higher Quality Applications Faster in Azure
- **Speed** – Provision virtual copies of multi-TB Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle databases to test & dev teams in minutes\(^2\), cutting provisioning times by 144x, and release cycles by 25% or more
- **Quality** – Parallel testing with high-fidelity data earlier in release cycles reduces defects during UAT and improves quality
- **Control** – Actifio Workflows integrate data masking processes, and Roles Based Access Controls improve data control and security, reducing risk
- **Cost** – Cut operational expenses by up to 65% by automating operations with API integrations, and cut infrastructure costs with Actifio data virtualization
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### About Actifio
Actifio virtualizes the data that’s the lifeblood of businesses in more than 35 countries around the world. Its Virtual Data Pipeline™ technology enables businesses to manage, access, and protect their data faster, more efficiently, and more simply by decoupling data from physical storage, much the same way a hypervisor decouples compute from physical servers. For enterprise-class backup modernization, self-serve instant data access, or service provider business transformation, Actifio is the first and only enterprise class copy data virtualization platform.

For additional information, visit Actifio at [www.actifio.com](http://www.actifio.com) or contact Actifio at info@actifio.com or 855.886.8997.